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For minimal invasive procedures like endovascular aortic repair procedures
the instruments are navigated with 2D fluoroscopy imaging and digital subtrac-
tion angiography, which have several disadvantages. Optical fibers with fiber
Bragg gratings (FBG), which allow to sense local strain respectively local cur-
vature and bending angles, can be used for the guidance of medical tools to
reduce the X-ray exposure and the used contrast agent. However, FBG-based
shape sensing of flexible and long instruments is challenging and the computa-
tion includes many steps. In this work, we analyzed in every shape sensing step,
which errors can occur, how they affect the resulting shape, and how they can
be reduced or corrected [1]. The effects of different methods and parameters
were analyzed with experiments done with one multicore fiber of 38 cm shape
sensing length. The results of this analysis were used for an accurate shape sens-
ing model. In an experiment different shapes were measured with the multicore
fiber. Then the reconstructed 3D shapes were compared with the segmented
shapes of the acquired CT scans to evaluate the accuracy of our shape sensing
model. We obtained an average error of 0.35 to 1.15 mm and maximal error of
0.75 to 7.53 mm over the whole 38 cm sensing length. Furthermore, our shape
sensing model was tested in a realistic endovascular setting. Therefore the fiber
was inserted into a 3D printed vessel created from patient data. Here, we ob-
tained an average and maximal error of 1.13 mm and 2.11 mm, respectively.
The accuracies of our shape sensing model are promising for using fiber optical
shape sensing for catheter guidance. In future work we will use electromagnetic
sensors to locate the reconstructed catheter shape.
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